Natural populations throughout the tree of life undergo range expansions in response to changes in the environment. Recent theoretical work suggests that range expansions can have a strong effect on evolution, even leading to the fixation of deleterious alleles that would normally be outcompeted in the absence of migration. However, little is known about how range expansions might influence alleles under frequency-or density-dependent selection. Moreover, there is very little experimental evidence to complement existing theory, since expanding populations are difficult to study in the natural environment. In this study, we have used a yeast experimental system to explore the effect of range expansions on the maintenance of cooperative behaviors, which commonly display frequency-and density-dependent selection and are widespread in nature. We found that range expansions favor the maintenance of cooperation in two ways: (i) through the enrichment of cooperators at the front of the expanding population and (ii) by allowing cooperators to "outrun" an invading wave of defectors. In this system, cooperation is enhanced through the coupling of population ecology and evolutionary dynamics in expanding populations, thus providing experimental evidence for a unique mechanism through which cooperative behaviors could be maintained in nature. microbes | Allee effect | eco-evolutionary feedback N atural populations often increase the geographical area that they occupy through population growth and dispersal into new territory (1) (2) (3) (4) . Such events, termed range expansions, occur repeatedly during the life history of a species in response to changes in the environment (for instance, forest fires or seasonal changes in climate) as well as changes in phenotype that allow the species to colonize regions that were previously inaccessible to them (1, 5) . Despite their widespread occurrence, the effect of range expansions on genetic diversity has only begun to be explored. Recent theoretical analyses suggest that genetic drift on the low-density front of an expanding population can lead to the fixation of neutral (or even deleterious) alleles in a way that mimics positive selection (6, 7) . This effect, known as "allele surfing," is a stochastic effect that has been demonstrated experimentally for neutral alleles in expanding bacterial colonies (8) and was recently suggested to underlie the global patterns of human phenotypic variation observed today (9) (10) (11) .
Here, we chose to study the maintenance of cooperative alleles in the context of populations undergoing range expansions. By definition, a "cooperator" provides a benefit to other members of the population at a cost to itself (12) . Examples of cooperation are ubiquitous in the wild, ranging from siderophore production in bacteria to the formation of communities in human populations (12) (13) (14) (15) . However, given the appearance of "defectors" that exploit the benefit provided by the cooperators without incurring the cost, explaining the origin and maintenance of cooperation in nature remains a key challenge in evolutionary biology (12, 14, 16, 17) . Several studies (both experimental and theoretical) have suggested that spatial structuring may play a key role in the maintenance of cooperation in nature (18) (19) (20) (21) . Moreover, previous studies have shown that population dynamics can play a key role in maintaining cooperative alleles (22, 23) . Thus, we hypothesized that the population dynamics of expanding populations might support the maintenance of cooperation in nature.
More broadly, cooperative alleles also comprise some of the most well-known examples of alleles for which selection is not constant, but instead depends upon instantaneous allele frequencies or population densities (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) . Whereas range expansions are predicted to have a strong effect on the evolution of neutral, deleterious, and beneficial alleles, alleles under frequency-or densitydependent selection have not been considered previously. However, because range expansions often create spatial heterogeneity in both population density and allele frequency (1, 8) , we hypothesized that, in contrast to stochastic allele surfing events, there might be a deterministic coupling between population and evolutionary dynamics that would be broadly generalizable to alleles under frequency-or density-dependent selection.
To probe how range expansions shape the maintenance of cooperation, we used a well-characterized budding yeast model system. In this system, a cooperator strain (expressing SUC2) catalyzes the enzymatic conversion of sucrose into a consumable energy source (glucose and fructose) (16, 24, 31, 32) . Although the cooperators retain some preferential access to the sugars that they produce, roughly 99% of this resource is lost to neighboring cells (16, 24, 31) . In our system, this behavior facilitates the growth of an obligate defector strain (Δsuc2) that cannot degrade sucrose but can consume the sugars produced by neighboring cells (16, 24, 31, 32) . This system shows negative frequency-dependent selection, which leads to coexistence between the cooperator and defector genotypes in our system (16, 24, (31) (32) (33) (34) (for a comprehensive study the eco-evolutionary feedback inherent in these cooperator-defector dynamics see ref. 35) . The cooperator strain also displays an Allee effect (where the per capita growth rate of the population is maximal at intermediate population densities). This type of growth is predicted to have a strong effect on the dynamics of expanding populations (36) (37) (38) (39) .
We used an experimental system (similar to that in ref. 40 ) based upon a linear stepping-stone model (also known as the Levins metapopulation model) (41) (42) (43) . This theoretical framework, which is well established in the evolutionary and ecological literature, simulates short-range dispersal through nearest-neighbor migration between discrete, well-mixed subpopulations on a lattice ( Fig. 1A) (41, 42) . Following this scheme, we allowed populations to expand in a habitat of 12 wells (a single row of a 96-well plate), where each well contained a well-mixed population of cells growing in identical growth media ( Fig. 1B) . To start the experiment, a portion of the wells was populated with cells, and the remainder were unpopulated to allow for expansion. Each day, a fraction m=2 of the contents of each well was transferred into the nearest neighbor wells. Next, the entire population was diluted by a fixed dilution factor (600 in Figs. [2] [3] [4] , which represents a death process in the growth dynamics. Subsequently, the cells grew overnight. The frequency of each allele was measured via flow cytometry (Materials and Methods and Fig. S1 ). The process was repeated for 9 d. We note that previous experimental studies of range expansions have focused on expanding colonies on agar plates, which are continuous in both time and space and dominated by stochastic sampling events on the front (7, 8) . However, our experimental setup offers a higher level of control over migration and growth parameters, better approximates the patchiness of the natural environment, and allows us to study deterministic effects that are unlikely to manifest themselves in expanding colonies.
Results
We first explored the spatiotemporal dynamics of pure cooperators undergoing a range expansion. In agreement with theoretical predictions (43), we found that an expanding population of cooperators moves as a traveling wave. Over time, the population adopted a characteristic profile in space consisting of a high-density bulk region and a low-density front ( Fig. 2 A and B) . The shape of the spatial profile was time-invariant and well fit by the solution to a simple model of range expansions with an Allee effect (SI Text; ref. 43 gives a more detailed treatment). The functional form of the solution has three free parameters: (i) ρ max , the density in the bulk population, (ii) w, the width of the traveling wave, and (iii) X m , the midpoint of the wave (Fig. 2C ). We also found that the wave profile traveled over time with a constant velocity (v coop = 0.65 ± 0.01 wells/d), which we measured by fitting the time trajectory of the wave midpoint (X m ) to a line (Fig. 2D) . The high quality of these fits (R 2 = 0.99 for the fit shown here) suggests that the velocity is indeed constant over time. Given the migration scheme, the maximum wave velocity (v max ) is one well/d, because one additional well is populated each day. However, as illustrated above, the velocity can certainly be less than v max , because it is an emergent property of the expanding population.
Next, we considered the range expansion of a mixed population of cooperators and defectors. Similar to the expanding cooperator population, the mixed population also moved as a traveling wave with a constant profile and velocity (v mixed = 0.49 ± 0.02 wells/d) ( Fig. 3A and Fig. S2 ). Interestingly, we observed that mixed waves of cooperators and defectors traveled more slowly than waves of pure cooperators (v mixed < v coop ), even though the bulk density of the mixed population was higher than that of the cooperators alone (33) (Figs. 2A and 3A and Fig. S3A ). This result suggests that, in general, intraspecies interactions can have strong and complex effects on the growth and spread of populations.
In addition, we observed significant spatial heterogeneity in allele frequencies within the mixed population wave. Under wellmixed conditions, the cooperator and defector alleles are mutually invasible in our system (24) , resulting in stable coexistence between the two alleles at a low frequency of cooperators ( Fig.  3B and Fig. S3B ). In agreement with the well-mixed prediction, the high-density bulk population maintained a stable equilibrium frequency of cooperators of about 15%. However, we observed that the frequency of cooperators was significantly larger on the low-density front of the expanding population wave, reaching a frequency that was three times higher than that found in the bulk (roughly 45%) ( Fig. 3 C and D) . It is also interesting to note that, despite the decline in total population density at the front of the expanding population, the density of cooperators actually reaches a peak near the front before declining to zero at the tip of the wave (Fig. S4A) .
The cooperator cells are enriched at the front of the traveling wave due to their ability to outcompete defectors at low cell densities. At high densities, defector cells can outcompete the cooperators, because they can take advantage of the sugar produced by the cooperators without having to pay the metabolic "cost" of production. However, at low densities, defectors in the population cannot rely on a high density of cooperator cells to provide the sugar needed for growth (24, 35, 44) . Cooperators are able to outcompete defector cells under these conditions because they (selfishly) retain a small fraction of the sugars that they produce (24) . Thus, density-dependent growth dynamics, which allow for stable coexistence between the two alleles (24, 35, 44) , also lead to strong deterministic enrichment of the cooperative allele on the low-density front of expanding population waves.
Next, we considered the process by which defectors invade a spatially extended population of cooperators. As noted previously, in the absence of migration, defectors can invade a population of cooperators over time (Fig. 3B ). We also observed the invasion of defectors into a spatially extended region of cooperators ( Fig. 4 A and B) . This invasion takes place via a genetic wave with a time-invariant frequency profile (Fig. 4C ) and a constant velocity (Fig. 4D ) that we termed the "invasion velocity" (v invasion = 0.55 ± 0.03 wells/d). Thus, we used our experimental system to characterize the genetic wave of invasion for a competing allele. The notion of a genetic wave was first introduced by Fisher (45) and Kolmogorov et al. (46) , but thus far experimental characterizations of genetic waves in spatially extended populations have been scarce (however, see examples in refs. 11 and 47) .
Notably, we found that the invasion velocity was less than the velocity of migrating cooperators (v invasion < v coop ). We were intrigued by this comparison, because it suggested that, if a population of cooperators continued to migrate as it was invaded, the two populations might never completely mix. To explore this idea further, we repeated our measurements of v coop , v invasion , and v mixed over a range of dilution factors from 200 to 1,000 (Fig. 5A) . The dilution factor, which modulates the daily death rate, allowed us to vary the dynamics of the system by changing the effective "severity" of the environment. Using this experimental control knob, we hoped to probe a broader range of dynamics in the system.
As we increased the dilution factor, we found that each of the velocities we measured (v coop , v invasion , and v mixed ) decreased monotonically ( Fig. 5A and Fig. S4B for v coop ). For population waves (e.g., v coop and v mixed ), this result can be explained by the fact that newly populated wells on the front of the wave cannot grow to measurable densities at higher dilution factors, thereby impeding the spread of the population wave. For the genetic wave (v invasion ), this monotonic decrease is consistent with the dependence predicted by the Fisher-Kolmogorov model (refs. 36 and 37 and SI Text). Interestingly, we also found that the mixed cooperatordefector wave traveled more slowly than both the pure cooperator wave and the defector invasion wave over the entire range of dilution factors that we probed (Fig. 5A ). This result draws comparison with theoretical predictions suggesting that opportunistic pathogens can slow the migration of biological species (48) , and it indicates that interactions between cells can have a significant influence on population expansions.
Most surprisingly, although v coop and v invasion showed similar qualitative trends, a comparison of the two velocities immediately revealed two distinct regimes ( Fig. 5A) . At high dilution factors (above 700), we observed that v invasion was greater than v coop , whereas v invasion was less than v coop at low dilution factors (below 700). These relationships between v coop and v invasion are surprising, given that under well-mixed conditions cooperators have a growth advantage at low densities (high dilution factors), whereas defectors are favored at high densities (low dilution factors). However, it is important to note that, although these two expansion processes are both emergent properties of the well-mixed dynamics in individual wells, they occur under significantly different environmental conditions. In particular, cooperators spread by colonizing previously unoccupied regions; thus, at the front of the wave, population densities (and therefore, the concentration of glucose available for consumption) are low. However, defectors spread into wells that are already occupied by cooperators, in which population densities are high and growth conditions are favorable (glucose concentration is high). Thus, our analysis shows that the velocities of range expansions are strongly coupled to the environment and can produce relationships that are not immediately apparent from dynamics observed in a well-mixed context. Interestingly, a simple phenomenological model of yeast growth in sucrose that we have used previously (24, 35, 44) predicts our experimentally observed crossing of velocities as a function of dilution factor (Fig. S5) .
From an ecological perspective, the relationship between v coop and v invasion has several interesting implications. At high dilution factors (v invasion > v coop ), cooperators and defectors will eventually become completely mixed in space, after which the two alleles will spread together into new territories (Fig. S6) . In contrast, at low dilution factors (v coop > v invasion ), cooperators can "outrun" an invading wave of defectors (Fig. 5B ). In this case, a sufficiently large region of pure cooperators expands over time, even in the presence of an invasive allele (Fig. 5C, Fig. S7 , and SI Text). Broadly, the ability of cooperators to outrun an invading defector wave provides a second mechanism through which range expansions could help to maintain cooperation in nature.
Discussion
We have presented an experimental study of the effect of range expansions on the maintenance of cooperation. Using yeast populations in the laboratory to study range expansions gave us direct control over all migration parameters and experimental conditions. As a result, we were able to perform a high-resolution analysis of an expanding population of cooperating alleles in a manner that could not easily be replicated in the natural environment. Using this approach, we found that range expansions favor the maintenance of cooperation in two ways. First, cooperation is strongly enriched on the front of expanding populations compared with the bulk, even without spatial heterogeneity in the environmental conditions. Given that range expansions are common in natural populations, they could aid in the maintenance of cooperation in nature. Moreover, the mechanism of enrichment can be applied more generally to any allele favored at low densities. Second, we demonstrated that cooperators can outrun an invading wave of defectors under certain conditions. Because most natural populations are spatially extended, outrunning provides a plausible mechanism through which cooperation could be maintained in spatially extended populations.
To our knowledge, the two mechanisms that we have demonstrated here are different from those described previously. These unique mechanisms do not invoke kin selection or any form of reciprocity, both of which are deterministic effects that have been shown to lead to stable coexistence between cooperators and defectors under well-mixed conditions (12, 25) . Stochastic effects due to population bottlenecks [i.e., allele surfing (1) and Simpson's paradox (22) ] are also unlikely to play a large role in our experiments, given the relatively large population size, rates of dispersal between wells, and an Allee effect, which limits population growth below a critical density. Moreover, the mechanisms that we described do not rely on spatial heterogeneity in environmental conditions generated by deteriorating conditions (26, 49) or habitat destruction (49, 50) . Thus, our experiments suggest two distinct deterministic mechanisms in which cooperation could be maintained in a spatially homogeneous environment.
We also believe that our results are broadly generalizable, because many examples of obligate cheating behaviors like those in our system exist in nature. Indeed, several recent studies of microbes isolated from the environment (see ref. 51 for an example) indicate that complete gene loss-which leads to obligate cheating-is a common mechanism through which defectors can arise in natural populations. However, we do note that facultative cheating has been observed in experimental populations (52, 53) , which we have not studied here. It is important to note that this fit is based upon a theoretical prediction but is simply used as an approximation to the observed sigmoidal shape to infer the wave midpoint (X m ). (C) An overlay of the frequency profiles from the last 4 d of the experiment (darker circles indicate later time points). Each profile is shifted by its midpoint position (X m ). We note that no red theoretical fit line is shown here because, to our knowledge, there is no theoretical prediction for the shape of the genetic wave profile. (D) We can measure the velocity of the invading genetic wave by using the same procedure that we used for the population density wave (Fig. 2D ). The first 6 d of the experiment are excluded from the fit, because the population had not yet reached a steady-state frequency profile and density.
Given that cooperation is enriched at the expanding wave front and migrating cooperators can outrun an invading defector wave, we might expect cooperators to be able to "split"-that is, spatially separate themselves-from a mixed population of cooperators and defectors ( Fig. S7 shows a schematic) . This splitting effect would allow a cooperator population effectively to purify itself of defectors in a way that could not be achieved in a nonmigrating population. However, recent theoretical predictions suggest that these two features are necessary but not sufficient for splitting to occur (54) . Indeed, in line with this prediction, we found that the cooperator and defector populations moved at the same velocity within the mixed population wave (e.g., Fig. S4A ), even though the velocities of each population individually were significantly different. This finding suggests that splitting does not occur in our system, even at dilution factors at which both cooperation enrichment and outrunning are observed.
In part, the absence of splitting can be attributed to the overall lowered velocity of the mixed cooperator-defector wave compared with the pure cooperators (v mixed < v coop over all dilution factors tested). This suggests that cooperators are "slowed down" by their interactions with defectors, allowing the two alleles to move together in the mixed wave in a way that maintains allelic diversity in expanding populations. A second corollary of this slowing-down effect is that, given that both v mixed and v coop decrease monotonically with the severity of the environment, v mixed will reach zero while v coop is still positive. As such, our results suggest that a population of pure cooperators may be able to expand into harsh environments that would be inaccessible to the mixed population. Thus, our experiments provide support for an additional mechanism, which had previously been described theoretically (26) , through which cooperation could be aided via ecological constraints.
Overall, we suggest that the coupling of ecological and evolutionary effects drives the spatiotemporal dynamics of cooperation in our system. However, given the generality of our analyses, these ideas can easily be extended to the general case of alleles under frequency-or density-dependent selection, which is a widespread feature of many natural ecosystems. Thus, our findings support the growing, but still underappreciated, notion that eco-evolutionary feedback may dictate the growth and survival of natural populations (26, 35, 44) .
Materials and Methods
Strains. All strains are identical to those used in Gore et al. (24) . Strains were derived from the haploid BY4741 strain of Saccharomyces cerevisiae [mating type a, European Saccharomyces Cerevisiae Archive for Functional Analysis (EUROSCARF)]. The cooperator strain has a wild-type SUC2 gene, a mutated HIS3 (his3Δ1), and has yellow fluorescent protein expressed constitutively from the ADH1 promoter (inserted using plasmid pRS401 with a MET17 marker). The defector strain lacks the SUC2 gene (EUROSCARF Y02321, SUC2::kanMX4), has the wild-type HIS3 gene, and has the fluorescent protein tdTomato expressed constitutively from the PGK1 promoter (inserted using plasmid pRS301 containing a HIS3 marker).
Experimental Protocols. All experiments were performed in 200-μL batch culture in BD Biosciences Falcon 96-well Microtest plates. All cultures were grown at 30°C in synthetic media (yeast nitrogen base and Complete Supplement Mixture-His) supplemented with 2% (wt/vol) sucrose and 0.4× (8 μg/mL) histidine. It is important to note that, because the cooperator strain is a histidine auxotroph, the histidine concentration can be used to tune the "cost" of cooperation by preferentially limiting the growth of the cooperators (24) .
Cultures were shaken continuously at 800 rpm during growth. To avoid evaporation and cross-contamination between wells, plates were covered for the duration of the experiment with Parafilm Laboratory Film. Each day, the frequency of cooperators and defectors was measured via flow cytometry (FACS LSR II HTS; BD Biosciences). The population density was estimated with flow cytometry and benchmarked with optical density measurements at 620 nm with a Thermo Scientific Multiskan FC microplate spectrophotometer.
Cultures underwent a migration step and a dilution step each day following 22 h of overnight growth. During the migration step, a portion m=2 of the cells from each well was transferred into each of the two neighboring wells on a new 96-well plate. The remaining 1 − m cells were transferred to the corresponding well on the new plate. We used m = 0.5 in all experiments. Boundary conditions were reflective, meaning that wells on the edge received a contribution m=2 from their single neighbor, with the remainder coming from the corresponding well. Serial dilutions were performed each day with a fixed dilution factor ranging from 200 to 1,000. The data presented in Figs. 2-4 were diluted by a factor of 600 each day, in Fig. 5C by a factor of 400, and in Fig. 5A and Figs. S4B and S3 with dilution factors of 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 800, and 1,000.
It is important to note that all data shown in the main text was obtained from a single 9-d run of the experiment. In three independent experiments, we found that the dilution factor at which particular velocities were observed was highly variable (±20%). However, our core conclusions were robust to this variation in each experiment (Fig. S8 gives examples).
